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PAPER PRODUCTS
Chipboard includes cereal boxes and cracker boxes, TV dinner boxes,
etc. Place dry, flattened boxes in brown paper bag or in additional bin
separate from aluminum, steel, plastic, and glass.
NO boxes with a waxed finish. -
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Glossy and non-glossy magazines and junk mail. Junk mail includes
envelopes, office paper, notebook paper, glossy ads, etc. Place in brown
paper bag or in additional bin separate from aluminum, steel, plastic, and
glass. NO plastic bags,'plastic wraprbooks,
or notebooks.
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I chipboard. Clean, dry, untied newspa-
and any food pers and their inserts. Place
)ard. Paper newspapers in brown paper
; in a paper bag or in additional bin separate
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ALUMINUM - STEEL - PLASTIC - GLASSa brochure
I your collec-
"s previously Beer, soft drink and juice cans made of aluminum. Food and beverage
smber 1 or cans made of steel. Empty the cans and rinse. Paper labels do not
s, please call need to be removed. NO aluminum scraps, foil, or pie tins. NO aerosol

orpaint cans.
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1 what you #1 and #2 clear and colored plastic bottles. Only con¬
tainers that have a #1 or #2 on the bottom can beice.
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recycled, Remove the cap, rinse the bottle, flatten it,
and place in Pin. Paper labels don't have to be
removed. NO motor oil, antifreeze, styrofoam, plastic
bags, plastic wrap, film, margarine tubs, deli contain¬

ers, or drycleaning bags.

All food and beverage containers made of
ssident. 7 ^ ^ glass. Remove lids and rinse containers. Paper

labels don't need to be removed.
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... NO drinking glasses, dishes, mirrors, window
in{fiPf glass, Pyrex dishes, ceramic, light bulbs, or any.<**"'11111' I glass that's not a container.


